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“In the sculpture of Carlo D’Oria, in this photo,
some stylized figures
go out of the
traced, out of the established borders,
rectangular and well defined,
shapes that protrude and
prolong as they wish, like my hair stopped in a
rebelled pose against gravity.
Hair suspended by the dance:
a way of the body to get out of the edges and
from the learned order it makes us
repeat, resume and search
pre-packaged beauty ideas.
Trying to get out of the edges is
the same effort as modeling iron.
Difficult to notice
what gives us form,
literally.
and try to get out of
all that unconscious
that pushes us into the square.
Because beauty,
even when it is not recognized or called
in that way, is out.
Beauty is
going out”.

Since the beginning, her interest in dance is born as an opportunity
to explore the body, considering its complexity. Her training
merges theoretical and practical studies of different techniques of
movement in order to research a contemporary language for the
dance scene, which combines different forms of artistic
expressions.
After a short period of study in Turin, she continued her studies at
the Laban Centre for contemporary dance in London, and she
received a Master’s degree in Dance from the University of ParisVIII.
Her training has been influenced by contemporary dance, real-time
composition, BMC Body mind centering, Laban Studies and Klein
technique with, among others, J. Hamilton, C. Diverrès, W.
Vandekeybus, S. Sandroni, S. Klein.
In 2008 she met the practice of Iyengar yoga, which has an
important influence on her artistic research, and in 2014 she
graduated and started teaching lessons and workshop linked with
her artistic activity.

She is founding member and president of Il Cantiere Cultural
Association founded in 2000 in Turin with a project to redevelop
urban spaces in art yard, from which it took its name. In 2014 she
begins to collaborate with the musician, bassist and composer
Stefano Risso starting a new shared artistic phase with projects
increasingly a cross-disciplinary perspective. In 2016 the artistic
team has finally added by the visual artist and dancer Fenia
Kotoulopulous.

Her works were produced by Torinodanza Festival
and Autunno Danza and invited, among others, at
Festival Interplay, Les Repérages Lille, Tanzmesse
Düsseldorf, Charleroi Dance, Festival da Fabrica
Porto, FKM Belgrado, Festival Havana Vieja, at
Havana, receiving many appreciations as well as
financial support from public and private institutions
including the Ministry for Cultural Activities, and
NEC Nucleo de experimentaçao coreografica.

The most recent projects of Il Cantiere, conceived and realized by the duo Marasso-Risso, have
been presented in different performing arts festivals and invited in contexts dedicated to
dance, music and contemporary arts such as the White Night of Braga in Portugal, the Signal
Festival - Autunno Danza in Cagliari, Artissima International Contemporary Art Fair in Turin,
Inshadow International Festival of Video, Performance and Technology in Lisbon, the Sandretto
Re Rebaudengo Foundation. Il Cantiere has collaborated with organizations such as the CRUD
university regional center for dance, Piemonte da Vivo_Lavanderia a Vapore, Roma Margine
Operativo, Compagnia di San Paolo Foundation. DAMS departemnt Turin University,
Companhia Instavel_Teatro Campo Alegre of Porto.

Contemporary creation as a meeting between different languages and research
practice: this is the statement that has lead Il Cantiere to collaborate, over the
years, collaborations with artists of different training and expression, practices of
public involvement / gaming , compositional and performative presentation that
have brought out a poetic of commingling (with visual art, video and new
technologies, participatory theater and sound research) and an aesthetic of
intersection between space of the scene and everyday life, audience and
performers.
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NO COMFORT ZONE (debut 2018)
“An extremely balanced show, even in duration, rich in the dimension of movement that is very “caressing”.
The stylistic code of the entire choreography could be defined as caressing. Sara Marasso is not an
imposing choreographer, not even with herself, you can see it well in all the work. The impression is that
she really explores until she finds that movement that resonates with what she is looking for. Her body is
measure: she measures with her forearm, her hand, her arm, measures with her shoulder, a process that I
find very beautiful to see. [...] At last there is the ability to pass from obsession to lyricism: in fact the ending
has this kind of openness, a dimension like hope. The music here is let go in its entirety, just as the body
lets itself go to fall and to the support, to a poetic dimension. And there she returns to dance, in a
dimension of traditional canon in which there is an idea of fluidity, with a passage from fragmentation to
continuity that clearly emerges at the level of movement. In my opinion all these dramaturgical elements
the audience catches them very well because Sara Marasso and Stefano Risso are not didactic at all, they
work seriously through their compositional process, aware that every step is necessary but in the end all the
work is really engaging. And it is on many levels, emotional, perceptive, structural, so many are the possible
levels of reading. The show manages and communicate directly to the public because the elements of
break and research, which are present, are delivered inside a closure of the shape”.
A. Pontremoli, paraphrase of his speech at Autunno Danza Festival, Teatro Massimo in Cagliari November
2018

HABITAZIONI (2017/2018)
“Imprints and supports on a sound level, of movement and words, elaborated starting from simple and
daily elements observed in the place of residence have become the dramaturgical trace of the creative
team. Objects, sensations, memories become clues. Through the game, which involves the audience
during the performance, habitazioni reflect on the sense of living and habits: changing them is difficult
because they are strong and unaware, they are the support that creates identity. Traces of sociality on the
body, of having lived and learned ways, gestures, words. (...) From their reconstruction tales and images
come to life talking about personal and collective stories.”.
F. Rosso, La Stampa 17 April 2018

MAPPING EXTENDED (2016)
“I love dance certainly not to see aestheticisms closed in the circle of perfection, what a bore; I look for the
opposite: the explosion of anxieties that search for their own place in the world of imperfections. (...) In
your Mapping Extended: each of you, Sara, Alessandro, Stefano is holding his own white placenta on
which, whether you want it or not, you will write your sentence or your salvation. Nonexistent. Unrelenting.
That placenta you consecrated and desecrated - noises, sounds, movements, suspending the audience in
the space breathless between malaise and enchantment. You have given us, the public, the choice. You
survived by devouring the white of the placenta. Dash into the sky to make it an adorable idol. To which

never submit, indeed, in continuous struggle, between limbs, sounds, indifference of non-random
passages. Until exhaustion, we stunned by glassy sounds that the nails will never scratch. The arts were not
born to console cheerful spirits but as a search for a meaning that does not exist. Inevitable to look for.
Always”.
R. Rostagno paraphrase of his presentation at the final evening of the Motori di Ricerca project Lavanderia
a Vapore Centro Regionale per La Danza, April 2016
"Mapping Extended" opens on a scene of dazzling whiteness, hit by a cold electric blue. The sound
becomes deafening and a backlight blinds the audience while a body is enclosed, forced between the
intrusiveness of the two timbres. It is in a genesis with strong, extreme colors that the body mapping of
Sara Marasso comes to life. From the fetal position of the onset the movement is built up with sobs and
breaths, fragments of trajectories and sobs of gestures, and the dance, ductile and decomposed, grows
rippling the paper that inhabits the scene. The paper is the material interlocutor of the trio Marasso Sciaraffa - Risso that traverses the gaps between its ripples and, between sonorous distortions and swirling,
shape and decomposes ineffable and infinite folds.”
G. Muroni, Teatro e Critica April 2016
NO COMFORT ZONE ( first residency 2016)
”Sara Marasso is a refined author of a filmic-tersicorea culture, always looking for a contemporary language
closely related to other forms of artistic expression. Formed initially at the school of Anna Sagna, then at the
Laban Center in London, in Paris and then with atypical masters like Diverrés and Vandekeybus, Marasso is
a contact-improvisation specialist and defines her art of movement as a "body-writing". Appreciated in
numerous festivals (...) the Turin choreographer was chosen with her latest project, "No Comfort Zone", to
launch the choreographic residences plan at Collegno's Lavanderia a Vapore. Created by his company "Il
Cantiere" with the support of Torino Danza and in collaboration with Interplay, "No Comfort Zone", one of
the first titles selected by the Circuito Teatrale del Piemonte, is visible at 6 pm at the Lavanderia,
surrounded by the visual materials of Fenia Kotsopoulou and accompanied by Stefano Risso's electronic
and ukubass sounds elaborated by op. 131 by Ludvig van Beethoven. Matured during the summer in the
Portuguese residence of the Companhia Instavel- Campo Alegre Theater, ‹‹ No Comfort Zone - explains the
performer - expresses an idea of multidisciplinary creation involving a margin of risk or not comforting.”
C. Allasia, La Repubblica, April 2016
“ (...) a fragmented dance that seems to reflect a mind distracted by words, phrases and speeches that she
only knows. As in the silence of the night, when a thousand thoughts emerge under the warm blankets of
the bed, forcing sleep to delay its appearance. Upon awakening, opportunities for distraction increase. (...)
There is no respite. Falls are inevitable. The important thing is to recover, carve out a space and take care of
yourself. The meeting with the other brings a change. Walking side by side along the path you can grab
yourself and help yourself get back on your feet. We need to trust each other because we risk in two, but
together we win and then the face mention a smile. Escape becomes a game, giving up an opportunity.”
E. Canciani, Attraversamneti Multipli, October 2016

MAPPING RELOADED (2015)
“Very special is the evening offered by the Sabao Steam Laundry 11 April 2015. (...) Created and reinvented for very different spaces, Mapping, a show that won the first edition of Motori di Ricerca, this year,
with the sensitivity of curator, opens a new mapping of Lavanderia spaces. Rehearsal rooms, locker rooms,
showers, dressing rooms, are the locations in which the art is revealed, giving the evening the quid of
originality. A path marked by water and its creatures, an immersion in the second natural element and in its
liquid lightness in the discovery of irony and nonsense. (...) So many suggestions that give the evening not
a passive or frontal fruition but active and participatory, engaging. Especially when, once all gathered
around what is usually the stage in the final and choreographed moment of Marasso, through the words on
the screen we are all invited to bark, mew, fall, follow others like in a pack. In short, everyone shares the
same magical game of art”. G. Bertuccio, WhipArt.it 2015
NO STRINGS ATTACHED (2014)
“(...) Bausch came to mind when I saw a performance at Interplay, a street dance festival in Turin. It was a
trio of women choreographed by Sara Marasso in a piece called No strings attached #3, and it was
arresting principally because of the expressive power of Marasso herself, an intense, beautiful head
supported on a spare but ruggedly articulate frame. She dances with a silent mimic quality and her long
arms seem to be able to create meaning out of space. But what struck me most was her face that did not
register any emotional control over the rest of her body but responded to impulses in the same way as her
torso, arms and legs. A few days later I came across a passage in Laurence Louppe’s Poetics of
Contemporary Dance where she discusses the fundamental change in expression that was part of the
contemporary dance evolution: ‘Firstly, (the contemporary dance body) had to allow the body to take the
expressive role that facial expression had so far monopolized.’ Then Louppe quotes from Hanya Holm: The
face is of course the mirror of all that goes on, but it should not be more prominent than is intended and
must not substitute for all that which isn’t going on in the body. This clarified what I had seen in Marasso
and which she conveyed so convincingly; there is an integrity to the physical expression when this occurs.
Too often the face resorts to displaying its emotional leadership and distracts by its overemphasis. The two
women with Marasso (Teresa Noronha Feio and Maura Dessi) tended to fall into this mode, which gave
Marasso’s dancing by comparison a clarity of gesture in which each element of the body had its place.
Interestingly a colleague found Marasso’s performance lacking in emotion because the face was not
emoting. For me, the entire body was expressive and in harmony. The emotion came through the body’s
gestures. N. Minns, Writing about Dance 2014
“The project No strings attached (...) An interdisciplinary research and composition perspective that
intersects and expands the expressive languages of dance and music.”
F. Bernabini, Danza Effebi 2014
“Her creations, choral or for herself, for the theater or in urban spaces carry the sign of a direct and accurate
research marked by freshness and sensitivity”. C. Castellazzi Interview with Sara Marasso for the
publication edited by Piemonte Live 2013

WHEN I DANCE I DANCE, WHEN I SLEEP I SLEEP (2012)
“(...) Among the highlights of the new scene”.
C. Allasia, La Repubblica 2012
“When I dance... is an evolution from an introspective approach of a solo to a duo, as the core of
interpersonal communication. However, don’t get tricked by the word, excluded with a sense of humor in
this choreography, it’s role is only to play a game: “when I dance, I dance.” The dance and its artistic canon
remain at the center of this composition where the body takes a speaking part”.
C. Castellazzi, Tuttodanza 2012
“The project “When I dance, I dance. When I sleep, I sleep” emphasizes the consideration of dance as an
independent scenic sign able to elaborate a sufficiently fluent language that doesn’t have to compete with
others in order to tell a story”.
Tuttoteatro 2012

SOLUZIONE PARZIALE A PROBLEMA TRANSITORIO (2010/2011)
“If the previous work is dominated by silence, here the notes by the contemporary music composer
Gianluca Porcu support the apparently disordered movements of the arms, which for once are the real
protagonists of the choreography. They lead the dancer through the scene, dragging her body and setting
new orientation and dis-orientation points. All in all the show spurs out of an approach committed to
research to which the public showed its full appreciation”.
At Napoli Teatro Festival, sala ridotto del Mercadante, Teatro.org 2011
“Soluzione parziale a problema transitorio by the choreographer Sara Marasso is an accurate solo from a
sensitive artist that deeply investigates the driving forces, the tracks and the reflections of her own
movement. Do not repeat for her the usual definition of “emerging choreographer”, Marasso is rather an
artist ready for an high stature and an amplitude career paths”.
C. Castellazzi, Tuttodanza 2010
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Productions for theaterical spaces, performances for non-conventional spaces, participated
performances, concert-performances:

2017/2018
HABITAZIONI – ITINERARI ABITABILI
a crossdisciplinary project winner of the ORA 2017 realized thanks to the support of Compagnia
di San Paolo, within the project ORA! Linguaggi Contemporanei Produzioni Innovative.
The project is created in partnership by il Cantiere, Una Teatro and Sumisura association in
collaboration with the Foundation Piemonte dal Vivo_Lavanderia a Vapore, Regional Center for
Dance and Shared Training Torino.

https://youtu.be/cYDqvxrXi84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0SYoAnjA6QE
https://habitazioni2017.wixsite.com/itinerari

7/10 x 8’ CIRCA
A site-specific project created for Libera Collina di Castello (GE, Italy) on the occasion of the
Attraversamenti Multipli#Genova Festival, realized by Margine Operativo.
A co-production: Il Cantiere (Turin) and Margine Operativo cultural association (Rome) with the
support of Libera Collina di Castello (Genoa) Festival Attraversamenti Multipli#Genova 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXrPq_uASOM&feature=youtu.be

2016/2018
NO COMFORT ZONE
The project has been selected during the first call of Residenze Coreografiche Lavanderia a
Vapore 3.0/ Piemonte dal Vivo project with the support of Torinodanza Festival and in
collaboration with Interplay international contemporary dance festival. The project was hosted in
the residency by Comphania Instavel - Teatro Campo Alegre, Porto, by Vo’Arte - Espaço Rural
des Artes, Soudos (PT) SPAM - ALDES Roberto Castello Company. Project realized in

collaboration with the visual artist and dancer Fenia Kotsopoulou. The project has debuted at
Festival Autunno Danza 2018, Massimo Theater in Cagliari.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vs3ft5xjPV8&feature=youtu.be
nocomfortblog.wordpress.com/
MAPPING EXTENDED
performance site-specific and cross disciplinary, third part of the winning project of the “Motori
di Ricerca terza edizione – percorsi d’artista tra coreografia e arti visive” call, realized with the
support of Chiara Castellazzi, supported by Balletto Teatro Torino, Fondazione Piemonte dal
Vivo, in collaboration with Fondazione Sadretto Re Rebaudengo and Torino Jazz Festival 2016.
Project realized with the collaboration of the visual artist Alessandro Sciaraffa. Presented at
Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo for Torino Jazz Festival 2016 and at Lavanderia a Vapore
Regional Center for Dance as a result of residence.
https://vimeo.com/1644888902015
https://youtu.be/fJU4tsJWQRk
https://youtu.be/sZ2t2t-WHbI

2015
EQUILIBRIO RESIDUO Never Mind
a cross disciplinary project that involves video, sound and contemporary dance realized for IN
SHADOW International Festival of Video, Performance and Technologies, Teatro do Bairro,
Lisbon (PT).
Reruns at Biblioteca della comunità ebraica, Turin and Lavanderia a Vapore for the Notte
Bianca.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_8cjqzzu90

EQUILIBRIO RESIDUO for TENTACOLI
Performance-concert as presentation of the soloist Stefano Risso cd Tentacoli, published by
Solitunes Records.
Presented in different festivals and venues in Italy and abroad including:
Fabrica Braco de Prata Lisbona, Attilio Donadio Jazz Festival Cuneo, La Vioulunado Frassino,Il
Tubo Jazz Club Siena, Circolo Culturale Kansar Pietrasanta,Graziano House Concert Firenze,FAC
Fabbricato per le Arti Contemporanee Collegno, Circolo Culturale Amantes Torino, Circolo
Culturale Klang Turin.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQAqoebOdZo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qjU-MQ7h5zI

MAPPING RELOADED
Second edition of the site-specific creation Mapping for La Lavanderia a Vapore in Collegno
following the Residence Call “Motori di Ricerca percorsi d'artista tra coreografia e arti visive”
which is realized and presented during the dance season of the Lavanderia with the contribution
of Piemonte dal Vivo, BTT and Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo. With the collaboration of
the artist Michela Depretis.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1AoSnfUZ6o

EQUILIBRIO RESIDUO Anima-Li
winning project of the Noite Branca Braga International Call in the city of Braga (Portugal), reruns
for Festival Biella Danza and Interplay Festival 2015 in collaboration with Torino Jazz Festival.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AfksIsaSSw

EQUILIBRIO RESIDUO Manifesto per una rivoluzione nella scuola
with the actor Gianni Bissaca, based on the text by Remo Rostagno presented at Officine Caos
Torino
reruns at Circolo dei Lettori Torino and at Teatro Sandro Pertini Orbassano.
https://vimeo.com/119527056

EQUILIBRIO RESIDUO Soffi
Realized for the opening of Fiera internazionale di Arte contemporanea ARTISSIMA 2015 at
Circolo dei Lettori di Torino.
reruns at teatro della Concordia Venaria Reale, Teatro degli Acerbi Costigliole d’Asti and Teatro
Sociale Valenza in the theater season of Fondazione Piemonte dal Vivo.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5o_bsxPeNM

2014
MAPPING
A site-specific creation for the Lavanderia a Vapore in Collegno following the Residence Call
"Motori di Ricerca percorsi d'artista tra coreografia e arti visive”, which is realized and presented
during the dance season of the Lavanderia with the contribution of Piemonte dal Vivo and BTT,
Balletto Teatro Torino. With the visual artist Giulia Gallo. Performance invited to the Signal
Festival, at the ancient Palazzo di Città, for Corpi Visionari Festival, Meina Villaggio d’artista and
at Rassegna Natura in Movimento, in the gardens of Venaria Reale.
https://vimeo.com/93896390

NO STRING ATTACHED
No Strings attached, literally with no constriction, is a research project around the process of
composition in which writing and unexpected meet each other. The performance is an invitation
to enter in that fragile space open to the unknown, in which the relationship between the
different languages of music and movement is possible.
Created and danced by Sara Marasso, Teresa Norohna Feio, Maura Dessi with live music by
Stefano Risso. Realized for Interplay Festival 2014, Theater La Marmita in Porto - Portugal with
the pianist Paulo Mesquita July 2010 and at Signal Festival in Cagliari with the bassist Adriano
Orru.
https://vimeo.com/105593801

2008 / 2012 ( Sara Marasso ’s choreographic work)
SOLO CARTA
SOLUZIONE PARZIALE A PROBLEMA TRANSITORIO
WHEN I DANCE I DANCE WHEN I SLEEP I SLEEP
+ VOLTE SEMPRE
In 2008 Sara Marasso starts a choreographic research phase by facing a solo journey that begins
with "Solo Carta" presented at Dance Roads International Dance Meeting, that wins the Spazi
Urbani for contemporary dance Call produced by Regione Piemonte, Ministry of Cultural
Heritage and Activitiese and by ETI. The show is selected as the only italian proposal at Les
Repérages Rencontres Internationales de la Jeunes Chorégraphie Festival in Lille in March
2009 and invited at Charleroi for Charleroi Danses.
In 2009 she is selected for the franco-italian Marchè Commun project for the creation of a
contemporary dance performance in the markets, “Volte Sempre” that will be presented on tour

in each city - choreographic center adhering to the project: Centro Coreografico Maguy
Marin, Les Hivernales Avignon, Les Invites Lyon, CNC Lieux publics Marseille, En Lieux et
Place Toulon, Corpi Urbani Genova, Mosaicodanza e TPE Teatro Piemonte Europa Turin.
In 2010 "Soluzione parziale a problema transitorio”, which continues its solo research, is coproduced by Torinodanza Festival in co-production with the Interplay Festival and with the
support of the TPE Foundation and N.E.C. Núcleo de Experimentação Coreográfica of Porto. The
show debuts as part of the Prospective Festival of the Teatro Stabile in Turin. Presented, among
other things, in Serbia at the Belgrad National Theater in 2011 and included in the official
programming of the International Tanzmesse Dusseldorf 2012.
In 2012 the show “When I dance, I dance. When I sleep I sleep ”represents the development and
the result of this research phase, third part of a trilogy dedicated to communication and sign,
debuts at the 2012 Interplay Festival and is included in the programming of the Piemonte dal
Vivo Foundation, presented at the Milannollo Theater in Savigliano with a meeting with the
public, an open workshop and a presentation curated by the dance critic Chiara Castellazzi.

2004 / 2007
LEGO
JUKEBOX
THE TENDER INSPECTION
She began her choreographic research journey around unconventional places and urban spaces
by winning the GAI Moving'up Competition in 2004 - young Italian artists - creating site-specifics
that are presented at some of the international Ciudades Que Dansan festivals among the such
as Habana Vieja, Havana, Lugar à Dança Lisbon, Festival by Fabrica Porto, Corpi Urbani
Genova. In 2006 she was selected for Torinodanza's Dance Break project which co-produced
the urban dance performance "Jukebox" included in the Italyart Olimpiadi della Cultura Turin
2006 program. In 2007 she was supported by the Mosaico Danza association and invited to
create a show for the Interplay Festival that co-produces, in collaboration with
Lugar à Dança Lisbon Festival, the show "The Tender Inspection" presented in the Festival's
program of the same year at the Fonderie Teatrali Limone.
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